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restoration of the doctrine of divine embodiment

one of the most distinctive insights consistently
taught by the prophetjosepbprophet joseph smith is that the
members of the godhead are embodiedpersonsembodied persons

the understanding that the father and the son are fully
embodied persons was clearly stated by the prophet joseph smith
in his 1843 declaration of that doctrine this declaration was first
included in doctrine and covenants 130 in 1876 and it was part of
the 1880 edition which was officially accepted by church mem-
bers in the october 1880 general conference as revelation from
god and binding upon us as a people and as a church 6 on these
points there is consensus but what joseph smith and fellow
church members believed about divine embodiment in the 1830s
is a matter that requires close examination in this section I1 trace
the origin and development of the doctrine of divine embodiment
in the revelations and reflections ofjosephofjoseph smith showing that the
doctrine was both explicit and implicit in these and other data
from the beginning of his ministry only the doctrinal clarification
that the fathers humanlike body is composed of exalted flesh and
bones cannot be clearly shown to have been understood prior to
the nauvoo period I1 draw my evidence primarily from the book
of mormon josephs inspired revision of the bible his several
accounts of the first vision and the lectures on faith with brief
mention of some of the external evidence and the historical context

my reading of the evidence leads me to reject two propositions
1 that the doctrine of divine embodiment was articulated for the

first time in 1838 and 2 that prior to 1838 latter day saints under-
stood god to be an immaterial being I1 call the first conjecture the
late development theory and the second the immaterialist theory

although LDS historians have not spoken in exactly these
terms some of their statements may be understood as espousing
one or both of these theories three factors drive this understand-
ing or possible misunderstanding

woodford historical development 19192191 92
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first some writers have tended to diminish any differences
between LDS teachings and other christian doctrines in the 1830s
for example james B alienallenailen asks

what did the mormonscormons believe about the nature and character of
god in the 1830s perhaps the most significant observation to
be made about the pre nauvoo concept of god held by ordinary
mormonscormons is that it was not radically different from some other chris-
tian perceptions 7

in what respects were LDS and other christian teachings not rad-
ically different alienallenailen explains

many ordinary christians probably thought of god and christ as
separate entities though they may not have thought of the father
as having corporeal existence ie a tangible body of flesh some at
least emphasized the idea that god was apersonpersonaberson though this did
not imply physical shape form or place 8

this does not mean that alienallenailen understood early mormon ideas to
be identical to these christian teachings especially to those that
denied that god had a body of any kind he is silent on that point

second authors have not been careful to define clearly what
they mean by such terms as spirit absolute spirit material mate-
rialisticrialistic corporeal body person personage or personal being
alienallenailen for instance states that the fifth lecture on faith

specifically separated the persons of the father and the son though
in terms that did not impute corporeality to the father the lecture
implied quite the opposite the distinction between the father as
a personage of spirit and the son as a personage of tabernacle
certainly suggests that the father was not thought of as having a
physical material body 9

but then alienallenailen does not clarify whether the early saints thought of
god as being an immaterial person having no body at all or as hav-
ing a nonphysical body albeit still material without careful defini-
tion of the critical terms alienallenailen may be easily construed as espousing
the immaterialist theory

7jamesajamesames B alienallenailen emergence of a fundamental the expanding role of
joseph smiths first vision in mormon religious thoughtfbought journal of mormon
history 7 1980 47

auen emergence of a fundamental 48 italics in the original
allenailenaliengauenganen emergence of a fundamental 49
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third some writers affirm the late development theory quite
explicitly apparently overlooking contrary data for instance the
claim that the first printed description in mormon sources of an
anthropomorphic corporeal god10 appeared in 1838 apparently
overlooks the fact that the idea of divine embodiment was already
present in many respects in the book of mormon

these three factors surface particularly in thomas G alex-
anders article the reconstruction of mormon doctrine
which states

the doctrine of god preached and believed in the LDS church
before 1835 was essentially trinitarian the lectures on faith
did not define a materialistic tritheistic godhead methodists
disciples of christ and latter day saints at that time believed in an
absolute spiritual father certain ideas which developed between
1832 and 1844 were internalized after 1835 and accepted by the lat
ter day saints this was particularly true of the material anthropo-
morphism of god and jesus christ

such statements allow little room for an early LDS belief in an
embodied god of any kind

that the immaterialist and late development theories have
enjoyed some currency is evidenced in grant underwoods review
of milton backmansbackmannBackmans the heavens resound

those who have kept abreast of developments in the field of doctri-
nal history will wonder for example why backman retains the older
view that kirtland saints understood god the father to have a ma-
terial body when james alienallenailen thomas alexander and others have

allenailenalienloaren emergence of a fundamental 50 referring to pratt who wrote
we worship a god who has both body and parts who has eyes mouth and ears

parley P pratt mormonism unveiled zions watchman unmasked and its
editor mr la roy sunderland exposed truth vindicated the devil mad and
priestcraft in danger new york parley P pratt 1838 29 alienallenailen recognizes that
while there was still no creedal statement on divine corporeality at that time it is
likely that many mormonscormons held an anthropomorphic view

thomas G alexander the reconstruction of mormon doctrine from
joseph smith to progressive theology sunstone 10 may 1985 9 11 this is a
reprint of the article that appeared in sunstone 5 july august 1980 24 33

others apparently asserting the late development and immaterialist theories
include dan vogel the earliest mormon concept of god in line upon line
essaessaysYs on mormon doctrine ed gary james bergera salt lake city signature
books 1989 17 33 see alsoaisoalsojeraldjerald and sandra tanner mormonism shadow or
reality 4thath ed rev salt lake city utah lighthouse ministry 1982 169
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persuasively demonstrated that they certainly regarded god as a per-
sonage of spirit 12

similarly underwood takes another historian david brion davis
to task for not thinking that the saints in the 1830s held views of
the godhead much closer to those of their neighbors 13

yet what evidence is there for the late development and imma-
terialistterialist theories surprisingly given the weight these theories have
been accorded I1 find not one piece of direct evidence that the
prophet joseph smith ever asserted that god is nonembodiedembodiednon
from the literature I1 have been able to extract only two arguments
which I1 call a the argument from god as spirit and b the argu-
ment from creedal terminology the first argument starts with the
premise that joseph and his LDS contemporaries referred to god
or at least to god the father as a spirit if so they must have

understood him to be an immaterial or unembodied being 14 the
second argument is a much broader version of argument a it
begins with the premise that until at least 18551835 mormonscormons often
referred to god or at least god the father in language reminiscent
of classical christian creeds therefore they must have understood
him to be an immaterial or unembodied being 15

12 grant underwood sounding brass or tinkling cymbal sunstone 10
no 9 1985 43 backman p 232 states that the lectures on faith implied that
the father and son are material beings in a form like created man and that joseph
smith undoubtedly understood in the 1830s that spirit is matter

13 grant underwood the new england origins of mormonism revisited
journal ofmormonof mormon history 15 1989 16 17

alexander cites two sources for the claim that early mormonscormons referred to
god as an absolute personage of spirit 1 the book of mormon with abinadisAbinadis
sermon in mosiah chapters 13 and 14 being a good example and 2 the lec-
tures on faith discussed below alexander reconstruction of mormon doc-
trine 1985 8 99.19191gi 1 find no such reference in mosiah 13 or 14 in mosiah 1515151 5
abinadi gives different names to two aspects of christs existence identifying
christs sonship with his flesh his incarnation and christs fatherhood with his
spirit but the contrast here is between spirit and flesh not between spirit and
body book of mormon writers explicitly equate being a spirit with being embod-
ied in humanlike form as is discussed below

15asAs evidence for the second premise alexander cites 1 an 1832 article in
the evening and the morning slanstarstan god is infinite and eternal from everlasting
to everlasting the same unchangeable god the framer of heaven and earth and
all things which are in them 2 a letter by warren A cowdery published in an
1834 issue of the messenger and advocate god is a great first cause prime
mover self existent independent and all wise being immutable in his purposes
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before proceeding furtherfarther it will be worthwhile to clarify the
logic of these arguments first construed as deductive arguments
both are nonsequiturs their conclusions do not follow logically
from their respective premises second understood as inductive
arguments a and b are weak and both depend on a third argu-
ment c which is only implicit it asserts that in the first several
years of the restoration there is no record that joseph taught or
mormonscormons believed that god is embodied therefore no such
teaching or belief existed this argument which is an argument
from silence is critical to the claim that before 1838 church mem-
bers believed god to be immaterial only if there were no or maybe
very scant direct evidence of early belief in an embodied god
would a weak inductive inference to a belief in nonembodimentembodimentnon
have any credibility conversely if there were considerable direct
evidence for early mormon belief especially on the part of
joseph smith in an embodied deity the arguments from godasgod as
spirit from creedal terminology and from silence would all be
refuted 16 what then does the record show

the book of mormon

the book of mormon translated bybyjosephjoseph smith in 1829 and
first published in 1830 provides early revelatory data affirming
divine embodiment 17 while some 283 passages in the book of

and unchangeable in his nature and 3 numbers 5 and 6 of the lectures on
faith the father is the only supreme governor an independent being in whom
all fulnessfalness and perfection dwells who is omnipotent omnipresent and omni-
scient without beginning of days or end of life alexander reconstruction of
mormon doctrine 1985 9 the analogical inference from a some early mor
mons in some respects apparently held views of god similar to those of classical
christians to b therefore like classical christians generally they also believed
god to be nonembodiedembodiednon is weak

16in challenging the late development and immaterialist theories I1 am not
questioning the general thesis that josephs and latter day saint understanding
of god was enlarged over time indeed in this article I1 suggest that we do not
know before the nauvoo period how much joseph understood concerning the
fathers humanlike body consisting of flesh and bones

17ahAU book of mormon scriptures quoted in this subsection have been
checked against and found consistent with the original manuscript or where
necessary the printers manuscript royal skousen ed book of mormon criti-
cal text project department of english brigham young university
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mormon text refer directly to either gods body or his body parts 18

three passages recording divine appearances are especially
explicit the first two confirm that god the son or jesus christ
was embodied in humanlike form in both his premortal and his
postmortal resurrected states and the third apparently affirms
that the holy ghost is also embodied the book of mormon is

seemingly silent on whether god the father is also embodied 19

1 the account in 3 nephi 11 of the visit of the resurrected
christ to the nephite and lamanite survivors in bountiful shows
the postmortal lord to be a humanlike embodied being his first
appearance was announced by god the father behold my
beloved son in whom I1 am well pleased in whom I1 have glorified
my name hear ye him 53 ne 117 in response to the fathers
announcement the survivors

cast their eyes up toward heaven and saw a man descending
out of heaven and he was clothed in a white robe and he came
down and stood in the midst of them and he stretched forth
his hand and spoke unto the people saying behold I1 am jesus

see susan ward easton black book of mormon nature of god har-
old B lee library brigham young university provo utah

19thisiqliisiuliis conclusion is based on a social trinitarian reading of the book of the
mormon social trinitarianism holds that the godhead consists of three separate
and distinct persons or centers of consciousness who together constitute one
perfectly harmonious social unit this I1 understand to be LDSIDSins doctrine however
some writers such as dan vogel deny that the book of mormon reflects a social
trinitarian notion of god rather they take the book of mormon writers as well as
the earliest mormonscormonsMormons to have a modalistic view of god see vogel concept of
god 242524 25 modalism is the view that god is one individual person who appears
in three different modes father son and holy spirit but such a modalist inter-
pretationpretation of the book of mormon would also imply that god the father is embod-
ied in humanlike form qua father god is embodied as a premortal personage of
spirit and qua son he is embodied as a personage of flesh and bones A full dis-
cussion of modalism in the early church is outside the scope of this paper but I1

believe vogels claim is mistaken As vogel himself acknowledges modalism is
seemingly inconsistent with much data 24 for example with josephs 1830
revision of genesis 12627126 27 and I1 god said to mine only begotten let us make
man and the fathers introduction of his beloved son to the bountiful survivors
3 ne 11 1I believe that the social trinitarianism model of the godhead as set out

in the 1916 first presidency declaration on the father and the son more compre-
hensivelyhensively and illuminatingly coheres with all the book of mormon references to
god and the godhead satisfactorily accommodating the apparently modalistic
passages of course this discussion by no means implies that joseph and his con-
temporaries understood the relevant passages the same way
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christ whom the prophets testified shall come into the world
come forth unto me that ye may thrust your hands into my side and
also that ye may feel the prints of the nails in my hands and in my
feet and the multitude went forth and thrust their hands into
his side and did feel the prints of the nails in his hands and in his
feet 3 ne 118 10 14 151520

A popular though unorthodox christian notion exists that
christ was resurrected with a body of flesh and bones which is
certainly the clear witness of the new testament recordrecord2121 but dis-

embodied himself when he ascended into heaven after his forty
day ministry 22 the book of mormon however affirms that the
postascensionpostascension christ has a body and it came to pass that in
the ending of the thirty and fourth year after the ascension
of christ into heaven he did truly manifest himself unto them
showing his body unto them and ministering unto them 3 ne
10101818 19 2313 the book of mormon thus shows that god the son is
embodied even after his ascension

2 the book of ether tells of the appearance of the lord in his
spirit body to the brother of jared long before the incarnation

see also 3 nephi 1018lois10 18 and 2812
see luke 2436 48 and john 2019 28

22on the ascension of christ see luke 2450 51 acts 19 11 and ephe-
sians 48 10 the new testament writers did not deduce from the ascension that
christ transcended his body see J G davies he ascended into heaven
A study in the history of doctrine new york association press 1958 6060 68
the orthodox catholic and mainline protestant teaching is that christ is in
heaven with his resurrected body today

since13since christ was and is commonly understood to have lived thirty three
years the phrase in the ending of the thirty and fourth year augments the post
ascension dating of the american visitation for a discussion of the dating see
S kent brown and john A tvedtnes when Didid jesusdjesus appear to the nephitesNephites in
bountiful provo utah FARMS 1989 and john W welch the senonsermon at the
temple and the sermon on the mount salt lake city deseret book 1990
29 33 christ ended his first visit to the nephitesNephites and lamanitesLamanites by ascending into
heaven 3 ne 1838 39 however when he visited them again the next day he
still had a body in each of his subsequent visits christ was still embodied mor-
mon writes and after that he did show himself unto them oft and did break
bread oft and bless it and give it unto them 3 ne 2613 therefore the book
of mormon indicates thatiesusthatiesthat jesusus christ continued to have a body furthermore the
nature of christs ascension in the book of mormon is different from the ortho-
dox view of the new testament ascension in the book of mormon christ
returned or ascended to heaven several times and rather than transcending phys-
ical limits visits locations in time and space
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ether 36 18 the brother ofofjaredjared presented the lord with
several stones and asked him to make them luminous ether 5131 4
in response

the lord stretched forth his hand and touched the stones one by one
with his finger and the veil was taken from off the eyes of the
brother of jared and he saw the finger of the lord and it was as
the finger of a man like unto flesh and blood ether 36

indeed so striking was the fingers resemblance to flesh and blood
that the brother ofofjaredjared mistook it for the same the lord then
revealed himself more fully to the brother of jared specifically
identifying himself as jesus christ ether 314 he declared

seest thou that ye are created after mine own image yea even all
men were created in the beginning after mine own image behold
this body which ye now behold is the body of my spirit and man
have I1 created after the body of my spirit and even as I1 appear unto
thee to be in the spirit will I1 appear unto my people in the flesh
ether 315 16

moroni editorially commented that jesus showed himself unto
this man in the spirit even after the manner and in the likeness of
the same body even as he showed himself unto the nephitesNephites
ether 317

from this text the following points seem evident 1 jesus
christ is god ether 318 2 as a spirit prior to his incarnation
he was nonetheless embodied 3 his body though not yet com-
posed of flesh and bones was strikingly similar in both form and
appearance to a human body and 4 our bodies of flesh and bones
are created in the very image of his premortal spirit body which is
thus humanlike in form from these points a very significant con-
clusion can be drawn both moroni anciently and presumably
joseph smith in 1829 as the translator of moronis account under-
stood a spirit to be an embodied person humanlike in form even
if less tangible than one of flesh and bones this understanding
also finds support in josephs cultural context as will be shown
below thus one would be mistaken to infer that early on joseph
and his LDS contemporaries must have believed that god is a

nonembodiedembodiednon being simply because they referred to him as a spirit
unlike classical christians generally latter day saints did not
equate spirit with immateriality
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3 in a third notable passage the book of mormon tells of
nephis encounter with the spirit of the lord and explicitly
describes the spirit as being embodied in humanlike form thus
further refuting argument as equation of spirit with non
embodiment in early mormon doctrine somewhat problematic
however is the question of referent whom does the phrase the
spirit of the lord denote while it might refer to the premortal
christ24Christ24 or a spirit messenger from the lord sidney sperry has
argued that it refers to the holy ghost 25 in considering sperrysSperrys
arguments let us first note the context in which the reported
encounter is set the encounter ensued when nephi sought per-
sonal confirmation of his fathers spiritual manifestations

I1 was desirous also that I1 might see and hear and know of these
things by the power of the holy ghost As I1 sat pondering in
mine heart I1 was caught away into an exceedingly high moun-
tain and the spirit said unto me BeliBefibeilbebibebbbelievestbefievestevest thou that thy father
saw the tree of which he hath spoken and I1 said yea thou knowest
that I1 believe all the words of my father and when I1 had spoken
these words the spirit cried with a loud voice saying hosanna to
the lord the most high god and blessed art thou nephi
because thou believestbelievest in the son of the most high god and
thou shalt also behold a man descending out of heaven and him shall
ye witness and after ye have witnessed him ye shall bear record that
it is the son of god 1lneIinene 10101717 1111141 4 7

observe that the spirit shouts hosanna to the most high god
and commands nephi to witness and to bear record of the son of
the most high god referring in the third person to each of these
members of the godhead

when the spirit showed nephi the tree of life nephi asked

to know the interpretation thereof for I1 spake unto him as a man
speakethspeaketh for I1 beheld that hebe was in theiformtheformthe form of a man yet never-
thelesstheless I1 knew that it was the spirit of the lord and he spake unto
me as a man speakethspeaketh with another 1 ne 111111iiii11 italics added

nephi reports that while the spirit of the lord was in the form
of a man he was a divine being and therefore not a mere man

if the spirit of the lord who appeared to nephi is the premortal christ
then this text augments the book of mormon teaching that even as a spirit he has
a body humanlike in form

25sidney25sidney B sperry book of mormon compendium salt lake city
bookcraft 1968 116 18
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that he was in the form of a man indicates that the spirit of the
lord was embodied thus it seems that nephi saw the spirit body
of the holy ghost just as the brother ofofjaredjared had seen the spirit
body of christ

to support his conclusion that the spirit of the lord who
appeared to nephi is the holy ghost sperry gives four argu-
ments all of which are internal to the text first nephi specifi-
cally sought personal confirmation of lehisgehis manifestation by the
power of the holy ghost 1I1 ne 1017 he seemed to have medi-
tated upon the powers and functions of the holy ghost at con-
siderablesiderable length before the desired manifestation was given him
1I1 ne 1017 22 second nephi said he was caught away in the
spirit of the lord 1 I1 ne iii11ili1111 the same expression with the phrase
of the lord deleted is used in the chapter in relation to mary and

to the twelve apostles 2621 in both instances the references to the
spirit seem obviously to point to the holy ghost not to the pre-
mortal christ compare 1 ne 1119 with matt 118 third the
phrase spirit of the lord occurs some forty times in the book of
mormon and in no passage where it occurs does it clearly repre-
sent the premortal christ instead of the holy ghost on the other
hand many occurrences seem to refer only to the holy ghost 2717

fourth whenever nephi unquestionably refers to the premortal

and it came to pass that I1 nephi beheld that she mary was carried
away in the spirit 1 ne 111119ilig19 and I1 also beheld twelve others following him
and it came to pass that they were carried away in the spirit from before my face
and I1 saw them not 1 ne 1129

27for example in no instance where the phrase was written down after the
appearance of the resurrected christ on this continent does it refer to his pre-
mortal person the spirit of the lord did not abide in us mormmonn 226 the
spirit of the lord hath already ceased to strive with their fathers mormmonn 516
and 1I fear lest the spirit of the lord hath ceased striving with them moro 94
similarly consider nephis vision of gentiles evidently columbus and others
coming to america and I1 beheld the spirit of the lord that it was upon the gen-
tiles G1 ne 1315 certainly the spirit of the lord does not refer to the pre-
mortal christ because in this context nephi envisioned a time long after christs
resurrection also the phrase is used in passages where it clearly refers to the
functions of the holy ghost rather than the power that emanates from deity
the spirit of the lord came upon them and they were filled with joy mosi-

ah 43 and the spirit of the lord did no more preserve them yea it had with-
drawn from them because the spirit of the lord doth not dwell in unholy
temples hel 424 compare rom 89 11 and 1 cor 316
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christ he never calls him the spirit of the lord 28 sperry con-
cludes that inasmuch as there is no single instance in the book of
mormon where the term spirit of the lord can be unequivocally
equated with the preexistentpre existent christ we may reasonably believe
that it refers to the holy ghost 2919 if sperry is correct then written
revelatory data from as early as 1829 suggests the embodiment of
the holy ghost 3031 but however this matter is resolved the book
of mormon apparently affirms that the holy ghost has a body and
unequivocally affirms that god the son is an embodied being in
both his preincarnationalpreincarnational and postascensionalpostascensional states

joseph smiths inspired revision of the bible

that joseph understood the doctrine of divine embodiment
at least as early as 1830 is strongly corroborated by passages from
his inspired revision of the bible the joseph smith translation
hereafter JST 31 work on the revision was underway in june 18301850

28forfor example when nephi had his first visitation from the lord he said
1 I did cry unto the lord and behold he did visit me 1 I1 ne 216 subsequently
when referring to the prophet isaiah nephi said he verily saw my redeemer
even as I1 have seen him 2 ne 112 in other verses of the same chapter he
refers to the coming redeemer as the christ

29sperry29sperry book ofmormonof mormon compendium 118 Eldeidelderjameseldereider erjamesjames E talmage and
president marion G romney also taught that the spirit of the lord who
appeared to nephi was the holy ghost see marion G romney the holy
ghost ensign 4 may 1974 90

this31this data also suggests that the holy ghost is a person distinct from
the father and the son of course from the fact that joseph smith translated
this text it does not follow that he immediately understood all of its theologi-
cal implications on the other hand in june 1844 joseph himself claimed that
he had distinguished three separate persons in the godhead from the begin-
nings of the restoration

I1 wish to declare I1 have allwaysalaways & in all congregatscongregatescongregats when I1 have
preached it has been the plurality of gods it has been preached 15

years I1 have always declddecad god to be a distinct personage JC a
sep & distinct pers from god the far the HG was a distinct per-
sonage & or sp & these 3 constitconstatconstit 3 distinct personages & 3 gods
andrew ehat and lyndon cook eds the words of ofjosephjoseph smith
salt lake city religious studies center brigham young university

1980 378 hereafter cited as wisWJSI

31seesee robert J matthews joseph smiths translation of the bible A his-
tory and commentary provo utah brigham young university press 1975
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when joseph recorded the visions of moses which now constitute
moses chapter 1 in the pearl of great price josephs report of moses
visions begins

the words of god which he spake unto moses at a time when moses
was caught up into an exceedingly high mountain and he saw god
face to face and he talked with him and the glory of god was upon
moses therefore moses could endure his presence moses 1111 232

in his revision of genesis chapter 1 completed between june and
october 1830 33 joseph changed the king james translation here-
after KJV of genesis 126 27 to read

and 1I god said unto mine only begotten which was with me from
the beginning let us make man in our image after our likeness and
it was so and I1 god created man in mine own image in the
image of mine only begotten created I1 him male and female created
I1 them moses 226 2734

two important points the second dependent on the first emerge
from josephs revision first while the KJV also indicates a plural-
ity of creators the JST identifies who they are god the father
and god the son 35 second the JST discloses that man was created
in the image and likeness of god the father as well as that of god
the son thus implying that the father is also an embodied being
humanlike in form

one could object of course that biblical passages telling of
moses seeing god face to face and of mans being created in

except3except for minor punctuation and bracketed changes this text and the
following passages from moses read the same as joseph smiths translation of
the bible old testament manuscript 2 in RLDS library archives reorganized
church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints p 1 lines 2 5 italics added thanks to
robert J matthews whose photographs and typescript of old testament manu-
script 2 were used to check the passages

33matthewsmatthewsjosephjoseph smiths translation 26 27
31 old testament manuscript 2 p 4 lines 26 33
35this datum which discloses two divine individuals god and his only

begotten contradicts vogels hypothesis that at this stage the prophet under-
stood the godhead to consist of only one individual or person who appears in
three different modes modalism other changes in the joseph smith translation
JST may suggest modalism but when changes such as the one just quoted are
taken into account the issue is less than clear based on an analysis of book of
mormon passages van hale also cautions against too quickly asserting that the
early mormon concept of god was modalistic van hale demmidefiningling the contem-
porary mormon concept of god in bergera line upon line 13
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gods own image have long been construed so as to avoid any
implication of divine embodiment As discussed below for exam-
ple origen argued that it is not our body but only our inner man
or spirit that is created in gods image and that biblical references
to gods body must all be understood metaphorically joseph
smith repudiated these de anthropomorphizing biblical construc-
tions however in his very significant emendation of genesis 51 2

which was completed on november 30 1830 in these verses
moses says in the day that god created man in the likeness of
god made he him in the image of his own body male and female
created he them moses 68 9 italics added 36 evidently joseph
added the clarifying phrase of his own body to distinguish his
understanding of the text from any incorporealist construction
from josephs revision of these biblical texts it appears clear that
in 1830 he understood that both the father and son are embodied
and that mans body was made in their image moreover josephs
revisions cohere tightly with the passages from the book of mor-
mon already discussed taken together they show that joseph
understood the doctrine of divine embodiment at least as early as

1830 he may well have learned it some ten years earlier when the
father and the son appeared to him in the grove near palmyra
new york the starting point of the restoration

the first vision

joseph smiths account of the appearance of god the father
and jesus christ to him in the spring of 1820 near palmyra new
york the first vision has long been understood as initially ground-
ing his belief that both the father and the son are embodied 37

oidold testament manuscript 2 p 11 lines 16 18
37forfor instance after retelling josephs account of the first vision elder

david B haight stated joseph now knew god is in the form of a man he has a
voice he speaks he is kind he answers prayers his son is like the father but
a separate and distinct person david B haight joseph smith the prophet
ensign 19 november 1979 23 similarly in 1883 first presidency member
george Q cannon said joseph saw that the father had a form that he had a

head that he had arms that he had limbs that he had feet that he had a face
and a tongue with which to express his thoughts discourse by president
george Q cannon in brigham young and othersothersjournaljournal ofdiscoursesof discourses 26 vols
liverpool F D richards 1855 86 24372 september 2 1883 but alienallenailen argues



first vision by gary E smith 1942 oil on canvas 24 x 30 1979
courtesy blaineblamebiame T hudson

smiths depiction of the visit of god the father and god the son to
the prophet joseph smith treats the resurrected beings corporeality matter
of factly neither under nor overemphasizing it
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indeed josephs official account of the visitation first dictated in
1838 38 makes that understanding very plausible

just at this moment of great alarm I1 saw a pillar of light exactly over
my head above the brightness of the sun which descended gradually
until it fell upon me when the light rested upon me I1 saw two
personages whose brightness and glory defy all description standing
above me in the air one of them spake unto me calling me by name
and said pointing to the other this is my beloved son hear him
JS H 116 17

joseph saw two personages the father and the son standing
above him in the air for one accepting on faith both josephs
veracity as a witness and the reliability of his memory of such an
epochal event perhaps no more is needed

but some have challenged the historicity of this account
claiming it to be inconsistent with josephs earlier accounts and
nothing more than a pragmatic reconstruction deliberate or other-
wise designed to serve josephs ever enlarging theological
views 39 whatever credence might be given to such a conjecture it
is irrelevant here on the issue of divine embodiment of separate
deities there would be no need for reconstruction for as already
shown this doctrine is clearly evidenced in 1829 and 1830 any
ambiguities in documents later than 1830 should then reasonably
be resolved in light of these earlier statements

according to josephs 1838 account he saw the father and the
son in 1820 though he reportedly told some of his acquaintances
of the vision soon after it occurred 40 no contemporaneous record
exists of the descriptions he gave indeed alienallenailen argues that the

it was not until the 1840s that the first vision was seen to have these implica-
tions alienallenailen emergence of a fundamental 54 61

31thehe account was part of josephs history of the church which was pub-
lished serially in times and seasons beginning march 1 1842

39seesee jerald tanner and sandra tanner the case against mormonism
3 vols salt lake city modem microfilm company 1967 1128 and vogel
concept of god 27

40 some few days after this vision joseph smith told a methodist min-
ister joseph smith history of the church alA l1 3 4 joseph smith papers
archives division historical department the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints salt lake city quoted in dean CCJjesseeessee the early accounts ofofjosephjoseph
smiths first vision BYU studies 9 spring 1969 290 see also joseph smith
history 12122121 22 joseph may also have told his mother he did tell her 1I have
learned for myself that presbyterianism is not true jessee first vision
290 94 see also joseph smith history 120
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vision was not widely known until after it was reported in several
publications in the 1840s 4111 nonetheless josephs two known pre
18581838 accounts of the vision while not so explicit or detailed as the
official version do reflect his understanding that god is embodied

the earliest known account was written in 18321852 by joseph
smith 42 the other is a journal style entry in josephs history the
entry written by warren A cowdery bears the date of monday
november 9 18551835 43 these accounts differ somewhat in the details
they mention but both are compatible as partial descriptions of
the same event the 18521832 account with original spellings but not
typographical sigla reads

A pillar of light above the brightness of the sun at noon day come
down from above and rested upon me and I1 was filled with the spirit
of god and the lord opened the heavens upon me and I1 saw the
lord and hebe spake unto me saying joseph my son thy sins are for-
given thee go thy way walk in my statutes and keep my command
mants behold I1 am the lord of glory I1 was crucifyedcrucifycrucifieded for the world 44

while this account does not explicitly assert the lords spatiality or
embodiment both are reasonably implied for joseph saw the
lord apparently within a pillar of lightfight and the lord spake to
him though traditional exegetesexegeses have long construed similar bib-
lical passages figuratively 45 there is no reason to think that joseph
meant them other than literally for in 18321852 he already understood
the father and the son to be embodied

josephs 18551835 account of the first vision reads

A pillar of fire appeared above my head which presently rested down
upon me and filled me with unspeakable joy A personage appeared
in the midst of this pillar of flame which was spread all around and
yet nothing consumed another personage soon appeared like unto
the first he said unto me thy sins are forgiven thee 46

41ailenalienallenAIlenalien emergence of a fundamental 43 5533
41thethe dating and authorship are established in dean C jessee ed the

papers of ofjosephjoseph smith 2 vols salt lake city deseret book 1989 13 here-
after cited as PJS see also jessee first vision 27778277 78

43lesseejessee first vision 283 and PJS 11124124
quoted in milton V backmanjosephBackmanbackmnn joseph smiths first vision idetheibe first vision

in its historical context salt lake city bookcraft 1971 157 italics added
45see point 4 of the section on origen as witness
46joseph smith history of the church A 1 p 121 reproduced and

quoted in jessee first vision 284 85 and PJS 11127127
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although in this report joseph does not explicitly identify the two
personages by name the second personages declaration thy sins
are forgiven thee apparently identifies him with the lord of the
1832 account the lord or jesus appears after the first person-
age and both personages appear spatially in the midst of this pil-
lar of flame

it is significant that joseph refers to the father and the son by
the termtarntarmtamm personage as opposed to the more generic terms being
or even person for joseph and his contemporaries apparently
understood personage to specifically signify an embodied person
this accepted meaning is corroborated by examining in context
contemporaneous uses of the term and by consulting dictionaries
of the period the following instances are especially enlightening
in helping us see how the term was used

june 24 1834 recorded between 1842 and 1844 1I left rush creek
the same day in company with david whitmer and two other
brethren for the western part of clay county while traveling we
called at the house of mr moss for a drink of water the woman of
the house shouted from the door that they had no water for mor
mons that they were afraid of the cholera etc at the same time
throwing out her arms as if defending herself from the cholera in the
form of personage smith history of the church 2115 italics
added by virtue of being a personage something has a specific
form impliedly humanlike

october 2 18411841 the angel that appeared to john on the isle ofofpatoppatpat
mos was a translated or resurrected body ie personage jesus
christ went in body after his resurrection to minister to resurrected
bodies smith history of the church 4425 italics added brackets
and bracketed language in original text by virtue of being or hav-
ing a body impliedly humanlike in form one is a personage

january 29 184311843184518451 the sign of the dove was instituted before the
creation of the world a witness for the holy ghost and the devil can-
not come in the sign of a dove the holy ghost is a personage and is
in the form of a personage it does not confine itself to the form of
the dove but in sign of the dove smith history of the church
5 261 first italics added by virtue of being a personage one has a

specific bodily form not dovelike but impliedly humanlike

recorded in 183918391 A personage appeared at my bedside standing
in the air for his feet did not touch the floor he had on a loose robe
of most exquisite whiteness his hands were naked and his arms
also a little above the wrist so also were his feet naked as were his
legs a little above the ankles his head and neck were also bare
smith history of the church 111 italics added A humanlikehuman like

embodied being is a personageapersonage
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in an infobasesinfobasestmInfobases search of church historical documents for
the period 1830 to 1844 474711 found 105103 distinct occurrences of the
term personage in every instance the term was used to denote
what was explicitly or in context impliedly an embodied being
personage was used to describe a distinguished man or woman
28 times a member of the godhead 28 times a resurrected
being or angel 21 times a body 17 times and an embodied being
but not one having flesh 9 times

josephs and his fellows employment of the term appar-
ently reflected contemporary usage for example noah web-
sters 1828 edition of an american dictionary of the english
language provides the following as the first two entries under
personage 1 A man or woman of distinction as an illustrious per-
sonagesonage and 2 exterior appearance stature air as a pepsontallpersonperson-
age a stately personage 48

by way of contrast in his 1838 account of the first vision
joseph did not describe satan as a personage rather he re-
ferred to him as some actual being from the unseen world
some power and the enemy JS H 115 16 none of these

expressions connote a visible bodily being though josephs
descriptions of satansgatans actions such as seized upon and
influence over me as to bind my tongue sound very tactile
JS H 116 immediately after his description of his encounter

with this unseen actual being joseph told of seeing two per-
sonagesso it does not appear that joseph called them personages
for lack of a better word rather the contrast in descriptions
indicates that in this vision joseph experienced the beings dif-
ferentlyferently the father and the son as visible fully embodied
beings and hence as personages and satan as an unseen but
actual being 4919

11ldsLDS collectors library version 2.02020 DOS infobasesInfobases provo utah 1995
noah webster an american dictionary of the english language sv

personage italics in original
19fromfrom this it should not be inferred that at this time joseph did not under-

stand that satan is embodied rather on this occasion joseph smith did not expe-
rience him as such it is easily deduced from josephs later theological statements
that satan has a spirit body
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other recorded accounts of the first vision in the 1840s
clearly show of course that in those years joseph understood god
to be embodied for example in his wentworth letter written for
non mormonscormons joseph attests I11I was enwrapped in a heavenly
vision and saw two glorious personages who exactly resembled
each other in features and likeness surrounded with a brilliant
light which eclipsed the sun at noondaynoon dayday5050 compare orson pratts
1840 version the first known published account of the first
vision joseph saw two glorious personages who exactly resem-
bled each other in their features or likeness 115151 the wordswordsfoaturesfeatures
and likeness are unintelligible as references to formless beings
these must be taken as direct indications that the father and the
son are embodied

this conclusion no longer need rest on inference when we
examine other accounts of the first vision consider for example
the description of the vision given by alexander neibaur a teacher
who instructed joseph smith in german and hebrew he recorded
in his personal journal dated may 24 1844 the following account
as related to him by joseph

joseph smith went into the wood to pray kneeltkneela himself down
saw a fire towards heaven come near and nearer saw a personage in
the fire light complexion blue eyes a piece of white cloth drawn over

10joseph10joseph smith composed this letter at the request of mr john went-
worth editor and proprietor of the chicago democrat it was published in nau-
voo illinois in times and seasons 3 march 1 1842 706 reproduced in jessee
first vision 296 andpjsand pysPJS 1430

orson510rson pratt an interesting account of several remarkable visions
edinburgh npap 1840 5 initipfspysPJS 1391 this account is almost identical to orson

hydes 1842 account two glorious heavenly personages stood before him
resembling each other exactly in features and stature emein ruf aus der wooste

eine stimme aus dem schoose der erde A cry from the wilderness A voice
from the dust of the earth trans marvin H folsom frankfurt germany npap

1842 quoted in PJS 1408 9 in an interview with joseph in 1843 the pitts-
burgh weekly gazette september 23 1843 reports him as stating 1I kneeled
down and prayed saying 0 lord what church shall I1 join directly I1 saw a
light and then a glorious personage in the lightfighthight and then another personage and
the first personage said to the second behold my beloved son hear him the
prairies nauvoo joe smith the temple the mormonscormonsMormons &cac pittsburgh weekly
gazette 58 september 15 1843 3 quoted mijsmpjsin pysPJS 1444
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his shoulders his right arm bear after a wile a other person came to
the side of the first 52

while the later first and secondhandsecond hand accounts of josephs
first vision differ in the details they provide all of them are plausi-
bly read as consistent with josephs very early understanding that
the father and the son are embodied persons

the lectures on faith

the lectures on faith were prepared in the fall of 1834 pre-
sented to the school of the elders in kirtland ohio in november
and december 1834 edited in 1835 and published in the fall of
that year 53 the published lectures especially lecture 5 show that
the idea of an embodied god introduced at least as early as

1829 30 continued to be affirmed in the mid 1830s
the lectures were initially prepared by a bonuconucommitteenitteecittee of presid-

ing church officers which includedincludedjosephjoseph smith while authorship

alexander neibaur journal may 24 1844 photographically reproduced
and edited in PJS 1461 62 interestingly an account that the father actually
touched josephs eye appears in an independent recollection of a separate report
of the experience given by joseph charles L walker 185519021855 1902 made the fol-
lowing entry in his diary

2ndand february thursday 1893 attended fast meeting br john
alger said while speaking of the prophet joseph that when he john
was a small boy he heard the prophet joseph relate his vision of see-
ing the father and the son that god touched his eyes with hissinhisfinbishis fin-
ger and said joseph this is my beloved son hear him As soon as
the lord had touched his eyes with his finger he immediately saw the
savior after meeting a few of us questioned him about the matter
and he told us at the bottom of the meeting house steps that he was
in the house of father smith in kirtland when joseph made this
declaration and that joseph while speaking of it put his finger to his
right eye suiting the action with the words so as to illustrate and at
the same time impress the occurrence on the minds of those unto
whom he was speaking A karl larson and katherine larson eds
diary of charles lowell walker logan utah utah state university
1980 755 56 italics added
53for historical background on the lectures on faith see larry E dahl

authorship and history of the lectures on faith in the7 be lectures on faith in
historical perspective eds larry E dahl and charles D tate jr provo utah
religious studies center brigham young university 1990 1 21



jesus christappearingchrist appearing to josephtojoseph smith and oliver cowdery in the kirt-
land temple by gary E smith 1942 oil on canvas 36 x 42 1980
courtesy blaine T hudson the latter day saint knowledge concerning
the embodiment of the resurrected savior was reinforced by the appear-
ance of christ to joseph and oliver in the first LDS temple joseph smith
described christs appearance in this way his eyes were as a flame of
fire the hair of his head was white like the pure snow his countenance
shone above the brightness of the sun dacd&c 1103
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issues are not fully resolvable now research to date indicates that
joseph smith william W phelps sidney rigdon or parley P pratt
may have contributed as authors to lecture 5 5451 regardless of actual
authorship joseph prepared the lectures for publication and they
were published in 18551835 with his sanction and approval in the first
edition of the doctrine and covenants joseph along with the
other committee members signed his name to a preface published
with that edition which states

we have therefore endeavored to present though in few
words our belief and when we say this humbly trust the faith and
principles of this society as a body

we do not present this little volume with any other expecta-
tion than that we are to be called to answer to every principle
advanced italics in original

that said for present purposes I1 will refer to the ideas in the lectures
as if they were advanced by joseph the lectures on faith were
retained in subsequent editions of the doctrine and covenants until
1921 when they were removed by the first presidency 5551

As evidence of josephs 18541834 35 understanding of divine
embodiment lecture 5 paragraph 2 asserts

there are two56tw056 personages who constitute the great matchless gov-
erning and supreme power over all things by whom all things were
created and made that are created and made they are the father

14see alan J phipps the lectures on faith an authorship study ma-
sters thesis brigham young university 1977 66 67 wayne A larsen and alvin
C rencher who wrote the book of mormon an analysis of wordprintsWordprints in
book of mormon authorship new light on ancient origins ed noel B

reynolds provo utah religious studies center brigham young university
19821841982 184 and noel B reynolds review ofofdahlafdahldahldahi and tate the lectures on faith
in historical perspective in BYU studies 32 winter and spring 1991 288 90

55forfor an analysis of the reasons why the lectures were removed see
richard S van wagoner steven C walker and alienallenailen D roberts the lectures
on faith A case study in decanonization dialogue A journal of mormon
thoughtnought 20 fall 1987 71 77 see also dahl authorship and history of the lec-
tures on faith 16 19

51sincesince joseph smith here explicitly affirms that two personages exist in
the godhead the father and the son some commentators have suggested that
at this time josephs understanding of god was binitarian see vogel alexander
and kirkland in bergera line upon line I1 am not persuaded since the same lec-
ture repeatedly refers to the father the son and the holy spirit separately and as
three headway toward resolving this puzzle can be made by remembering that
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and the son the father being a personage of spirit glory and power
possessing all perfection and fullness the son a personage of
tabernacle made or fashioned like unto man or being in the form
and likeness of man or rather man was formed after his likeness and
in his image he is also the express image and likeness of the per-
sonage of the father

the meaning seems clear both the father and the son have human-
like bodies 5717 for both are referred to as personages and just as
man was formed after the sons likeness and in his image so
also is the son the express image and likeness of the personage of
the father As already shown the JST and book of moses indicate
joseph understood image to signify bodily image

this conclusion is further reinforced by a still closer analysis
of the text for joseph not only refers to the father and the son as
personages but he also asserts that the son is in the express image
of the personage of the father how should the phrase person-
age of the father be understood where personage does not refer
to the father but apparently to something that can be predicated
of the father here I1 believe the term refers directly to the
fathers body compare the second entry under personage in the
oxford english dictionary

joseph used the termtermpersonagepersonage to refer to a visible humanlike embodied being
while joseph smith at this time understood the holy ghost to be an actual being he
apparently did not yet understand him to be embodied in humanlike form de-
spite nephis description of the spirit of the lord as embodied thus joseph
describes the godhead as consisting of three beings but only two personages
these formulations in lecture 5 which sound like campbellite theology vogel
concept of god 27 may have originated with the former campbellitesCampbellites sidney

rigdon or parley P pratt parley P prattprattjrpratterjr ed the autobiography of parley P
pratt salt lake city deseret book 1938 13 14 even in his canonized 1843
description of the godhead where joseph explicitly extended the category per-
sonage to include the holy ghost he stillstiff distinguished the holy ghosts mode of
embodiment from that of the father and the son he says the father has a body
of flesh and bones as tangible as mans the son also but the holy ghost has not a
body of flesh and bones but is a personage of spirit dacd&c 13022 for a helpful
discussion of the status of the holy ghost as presented by the lectures on faith
see robert L millet the supreme power over all things the doctrine of the
godhead in the lectures on faith in dahl and tate lectures on faith in histor-
ical perspective 231 34

51lecture51lecture 5sas static description of christ as a personage of tabernacle resolves
the mostly answered objection that christ disembodies when he goes to heaven
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2 the body of a person chiefly with reference to appearance
stature etc bodily frame figure personal appearance

1559 R hall life fisher in fishers wksaks EETS 11II p baij doctor
ridley who was a man ofofverieverieverle little and small personage

1606 bryskettbroskettBryskett cid life 32 well bornebome vertuousvirtuousvertuous chaste of tall and
comely personage and well spoken

1785 cowper let to lady hesketh 20 24 dec haifahalfa dozen flannel
waistcoats to be wornwomwob next to my personage 58158511

consistent with josephs 1830 revisions of genesis 126 27 and
genesis 51 2 the lectures on faith reaffirmed in 1834 that man is
created in the image of the body of both the father and the son 59

what then shall be made of the lectures referring contrast-
ingly to the father as a personage of spirit and to the son as a
personage of tabernacle again websters 1828 dictionary is
helpful it lists our natural body as one use of the term taber-
nacle 6061 our natural body I1 take it is a body of flesh and bones
if so the lectures affirm that god the son has a flesh and
bones body humanlike in form while god the father has a spirit
body also humanlike in form 61 As mentioned joseph later knew
that the father as well as the son has a glorious incorruptible
body of flesh and bone 62 no doubt his understanding of the mode
of the fathers embodiment was enlarged and refined as he contin-
ued to receive and reflect on revelation

the oxfordoxfordenglishenglish dictionary sv personage
alexander relies on the lectures on faith as his principal evidenceevidenceorporforor

the late development and immaterialism theories in my view careful textual and
contextual analyses of the lectures disdisconnrmdisconfirmconfirmdisconform these theories

websterc4webster american dictionary sv tabernacle
gas further evidence for my position note that joseph in 1841 used the

same phrase personage of spirit to describe the holy ghost in contrast
to the father and the son both of whom he then described as personages of
tabernacle WJS 64 the month previous joseph asserted that the holy ghost

had a spirit body WJS 62 63 clearly joseph understood a personage of spirit
to be embodied compare above the brother of jaredsjaredy description of the
humanlike body of the premortal christ as set out in ether 3 and tertullianstertullianoTertullians
description of the soul

62based on a semantic study of the word spirit in lecture 5 and other
joseph smith writings and scriptures millet has considered the possibility that
even at this time joseph smith may have understood that the father had a body
of flesh and bones millet the supreme power 225 28 see also millet
joseph smith and modem Mornmormonismionism orthodoxy neoorthodoxyorthodoxyNeo tension

and tradition BYU studies 29 summer 1989 55 56
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external corroborative evidence

that the members of the godhead are embodied persons and
that joseph smith understood this fact are clearly indicated in the
earliest recorded evidence of mormon discourse yet for the pre 18381858
period questions still remain was this understanding merely con-
fined to joseph and other church leaders or merely embedded in
the revelatory discourse awaiting later extraction and explicit articu-
lation how widely and fully did the membership at large under-
stand the doctrine the answers to these questions are not so clearly
indicated in available documents however there is some significant
evidence that the doctrine was communicated and accepted within
church circles generally 63631I1 summarize that evidence here

1 lucy mack smith the mother of the prophet in an 18301850
conversation with a group of three delegates from a council that
was determined to stop the further publication of the book of mor-
mon acknowledged that mormon belief in an embodied god had
already provoked methodist attack in her history she recounted
the different denominations are very much opposed to us

the methodists also come and they rage for they worship a god
without body or parts and they know that our faith comes in con-
tact with this principle 64

2 truman coe a presbyterian minister who had lived among
the saints in kirtland for four years 1832 1836 confirms lucysbucys
statement in a letter that was published in the ohio observer on
august 11 1836 he wrote

the mormonscormonsMormons contend that the god worshippedworshipped by the pres
byteriansbyterians and all other sectarianssectarians is no better than a wooden god

63 richard63richard lloydlioyd anderson circumstantial confirmation of the first vision
through reminiscences biivstudiesBYU studies 9 spring 1969 373 404

lucy mack smith the history of josephofjoseph smith ed preston nibley salt
lake city bookcraft 1958 161igligi lucy apparently dictated this account of the
conversation in 1845 dan vogel asserts that such a statement does not mean
that in 1830 mormonscormons were teaching that the father has a body like the sons
since this doctrine was introduced much later rather vogel claims that lucy
smith was more likely saying that the methodists objected because book of
mormon modalism implied to them that it was god the father who became incar-
nate in the flesh vogel concept of god 24 since as has been shown there is
no credible basis for the claim that the doctrine was not introduced until much
later vogels assertion begs the question
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they believe that the true god is a material being composed of body
and parts and that when the creator formed adam in his own image
he made him about the size and shape of god himself 6561

both truman coe and lucy mack smith refer to what they take to
be the beliefs of the community they believe our faith as
contrasted with views held by individual mormonscormons only

3 john murdock and zebedee coltrin two members closely
associated with joseph in kirtland both claim to have witnessed
appearances of deity in the winter of 1832 33 and their descrip-
tions are decidedly anthropomorphic coltrin related a divine
manifestation which occurred in kirtland in february or march
1833 66 he reported

joseph having given instructions and while engaged in silent prayer
kneeling a personage walked through the room from east to
west and joseph asked if we saw him I1 saw him and suppose the
others did and joseph answered that this was jesus the son of god
our elder brother afterward joseph told us to resume our former
position in prayer which we did another person came through
he was surrounded as with a flame of fire 1I experienced a sensa-
tion that it might destroy the tabernacle as it was of consuming fire
of great brightness the prophet joseph said this was the father of
our lord jesus christ I1 saw him

he was surrounded as with a flame of fire which was so bril-
liant that I1 could not discover anything else but his person I1 saw his
hands his legs his feet his eyes nose mouth head and body in the
shape andformand tormform of a perfect man he sat in a chair as a man would
sit in a chair but this appearance was so grand and overwhelmoverwhelminging
that it seemed that I1 should melt down in his presence and the sen-
sation was so powerful that it thrilled through my whole system and

15mlltonmilton V backmanbackmanjrjr truman coes 18361856 description of mormonism
BYU studies 17 spring 1977 347 350 354

66coltrin said that this visitation occurred about two or three weeks after
the opening of the school of the prophets this would place the experience in
february of 1833 since the school commenced on january 23 1833 october 3

1883 salt lake school of the prophets minute book 1883 palm desert calif
ULC press 1981 39 on the other hand it is possible that after half a century
coltrinecoltrinsColtrins recollection may have been thrown off by a month such a theophany
occurred in the school of the prophets on march 18 according to first presidency
member frederick G williamss minutes of that meeting williams wrote many
of the brethren saw a heavenly vision of the savior and concourses of angels and
many other things of which each one has a record of what he saw milton V

backmanbackmanjrjr nethe heavens resound A history of the latter day saints in ohio
1830 1838 salt lake city deseret book 1983 267
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1I felt it in the marrow of my bones the prophetjosephprophet joseph said brethren
now you are prepared to be the apostles ofjesus christ for you have
seen both the father and the son and know that they exist and that
they are two separate personages 67

murdock was in the first group to be ordained high priests by
joseph smith in 18511831 6861 while in kirtland murdocks wife died
shortly after giving birth to twin boys these were the twins that
joseph and emma took into their home to raise murdock claimed
to see the lord sometime during the winter of 1832 5333 while liv-
ing in josephs home in his abridged history taken from his jour-
nal he wrote

during the winter that I1 boarded with brobrotherther joseph we had a
number of prayer meetings in the prophets chamber in one of
those meetings the prophet told us if we could humble ourselves
before god and exersiseexerciseexersise sic strong faith we should see the face of
the lord and about midday the visions of my mind were opened
and the eyes of my understanding were enlightened and I1 saw the
form of a man most lovely the visage of his face was sound and fair
as the sun his hair a bright silver grey curled in a most majestic
form his eyes a keen penetrating blue and the skin of his neck a
most beautiful white and he was covered from the neck to the feet
with a loose garment pure white whiter than any garment I1 had
ever before seen his countenance was the most penetrating and yet
most lovely and while I1 was endeavoring to comprehend the whole
personage from head to feet it slipped from me and the vision was
closed up but it left on my mind the impression of love for months
that I1 never felt before to that degree 6919

17 statement17statement of zebedee coltrin school of the prophets 38 39 italics
added since this witness is apparently based on personal reminiscence it does
not provide by itself compelling evidence that the saints in 1832 33 believed
god to be embodied possibly he read a later acquired understanding into his
account of his earlier experience however given the 1829 30 evidence already
presented supporting divine embodiment coltrinscoltrineColtrins testimony properly becomes
part of a cumulative case

6brighambrigham young discourses of brigham young salt lake city deseret
bookbook19251925 220 21

69anan abridged record of the life ofjohnofjohn murdock taken from his journal
by himself typescript special collections harold B lee library brigham
young university provo utah 13 italics added the experience recounted here
unlike most of the other events described in murdocks record is not specifically
dated this lacuna raises the possibility that the account is a personal reminis-
cence that murdock has added to his abridged journal entries and not an abridged
journal entry itself even if this is the case in the context of the evidence already
presented such a personal reminiscence is also part of the cumulative case
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the direct evidence supporting the claim that from restora-
tion beginnings mormonscormons generally understood god to be embod-
ied is corroborated by an examination of the historical context in
which the restoration unfolded this examination controvertscontroverts
any claim that josephs cultural contemporaries both in and out
of the church were largely immaterialists As phillip L barlow
has persuasively argued joseph read the bible literally even
before the organization of the church 70 and so did many other
christians in his sociological study of mormonism thomas FE

odea found that in the book of mormon itself there is already
a concrete conception of god somewhat anthropomorphic in
implication yet this was little more than the literalness of evan-
gelical protestantism 117171 even josephs later explicit teaching that
all spirit is material dacd&c 1317 8 was evidently widely believed
in the early nineteenth century ronald W walker writes that
mormonism was born within an upstate new york matrix

that combined new england folk culture with traditional reli-
gion 71711772I1 the traditional religion component of joseph smiths
environmental matrix was far from the idealism and immaterial-
ism of classical platonism in fact odea informs us

thefhe culture of new york may have imparted an extreme literalness
and materiality to josephs reports of his visions yet anthropomor-
phism in the conception of god and especially in imagining what
god might be like was certainly widespread and hardly seems to
have been restricted to one sect or group the same may be said
with regard to a literal understanding of the bible which tended to
support such human representations of god 73

many participants in this folk culture longed for tangible experi-
ence with the supernatural and yearned for a religion that they

70phillip70phillip L barlow mormonscormons and the bible ebethe place of latter day saints
in american religion new york oxford university press 1991 11 42

71thomas F odea the7 be mormonscormons chicago university of chicago press

19571221957 122
72ronald W walker the persisting idea of american treasure hunting

byustudiesBYU studies 24 fall 1984 450
730odea730deaDea the7 be cormonsmormonsMormons 125
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could experience physically 7471 in this context the distinction
between spirit and matter was only one of degree not of kind

thus it seems the cultural matrix of upstate new york in the
1820s reinforces the direct evidence cited that many of joseph
smiths earliest mormon contemporaries generally also understood
that god is embodied this is not to say that the doctrine of divine em-
bodiment was derived from joseph smiths environment As richard
bushman reminds us joseph learned early to trust his own experi-
ences above the influence of established authorities and institutions
his vision instead of bringing him into the evangelical mainstream
like most conversations set him on a course of his own 33751175037575

while the evidence is quite compcompellingemmingeffing that the doctrine of
divine embodiment was articulated in the earliest revelatory dis-
course and was understood by joseph and his fellow latter day
saints the doctrine was apparently not strongly emphasized at that
time 7671 on the other hand by 1838 members of the quorum of the
twelve apostles had privately and publicly taught divine embodi-
ment as a doctrine of the church 7717 from the early forties onward
the idea was vigorously publicized and promoted not only by joseph

71aianalan taylor the early republics supernatural economy treasure seek-
ing in the american northeast 1780 1830 american quarterly 38 spring
1986 22 23 see also alan taylor rediscovering the context ofjoseph smiths
treasure seeking dialogue 19 winter 1986 25 26 see ronald W walker
joseph smith the palmyra seer BYU studies 24 fall 1984 461 72 and

richard L bushmanjosepbbushman joseph smith and the beginnings ofmormonismof Mormonism urbana
university of illinois press 1984 69 76

75bushmanjosepbbushman joseph smith and the beginnings ofmormonismof Mormonism 59
761 draw this conclusion from the relative paucity of mention of the doc-

trine in the popular mormon publications of that day
77in a personal letter wilford woodruff wrote their sic is a whole gener-

ation worshiping they know not what whether a god without mouth eyes ears
body parts or passions as he does not reveal himself unto them but their is not
deception with the saints in any age of the world who worships the living and true
god of revelation willford woodruff to asahel hart scarborough maine
august 25 1838 quoted in robert H slover A newly discovered 1838 wilford
woodruff letter BYU studies 15 spring 1975 357 note that woodruff attrib-
utes the belief to the saints and asserts that it is grounded in revelation

in a missionary effort parley P pratt wrote and published that we worship
a god who has both body and parts who has eyes mouth and ears and who
speaks when he pleases pratt mormonism unveiled 29 italics added grant
underwood has argued that pratt was merely parroting other sects of the time
who believed that the father had a body grant underwood the new england
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but by mormon missionaries including orson and parley pratt as a

most distinctive and attractive doctrine of the restoration 78178711

to the staunch immaterialist it may seem strange that the
doctrine of divine embodiment would be an attractive one how-
ever in january of 18411841 joseph smith not only taught that god is

embodied but that his body far from demeaning him is a crucial
aspect of his glory that which is without body parts and pas-
sions is nothing there is no other god in heaven but that god
who has flesh and bones all beings who have bodies have
power over those who have not 117799 hence gods having a body of
flesh and bones is crucial to his having power over all beings like-
wise joseph denies that spirit is immaterial

the body is supposed to be organized matter and the spirit by
many is thought to be immaterial without substance with this lat-
ter statement we should beg leave to differ and state the spirit is a
substance that it is material but that it is more pure elastic and
refined matter than the body that it existed before the body can
exist in the body and will exist separate from the body when the
body will be mouldering in the dust and will in the resurrection be
again united with it 80

origins ofofmormonismmormonism revisited journal ofmormonof mormon history 15 1989161989 16 17
1I believe that I1 have shown however that that doctrine is embedded in the earli-
est LDS datum discourse

78seesee for example parley P pratt immortality and eternal life of the
material body in an appeal to the inhabitants of the state of new york letter
to queen victoria reprintedfromreprintedrowReprintedReprintedrowfrom the tenth european editionseditiondedition tuethe foun-
tain of knowledge immortality of the body and intelligence and affection
nauvoo john taylor 1840 reprinted in the essential parley P pratt salt

lake city signature books 1990 104 30 parley P pratts main thesis is that
all persons except materialistsmaterialists must be infidels so far at least as a belief in the

scriptures is concerned mans body is as eternal as his soul and the idea of
a god without body or parts is among errors of the grosestgrokest sic kind
104 see also orson pratt absurdities of immaterialism or A reply to TWT W P

tuylTayltaylderstay idersders pamphlet entitled the materialism of the mormonscormons or latter day
saints examined and exposed liverpool england rjamesjamesR 1849 quoted in
david J whittaker ed tuethe essential orson pratt salt lake city signature
books 1991 61 108

TPJS79tpjs 181 this is the first extant explicit statement made directly by
joseph himself that the father has a body of flesh and bones

TPJS 207
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having a body is also crucial to our happiness spirit and element
inseparably connected receive a fulnessfalness of joy dacd&c 93559333953595339335

we came to this earth that we might have a body and present it pure
before god in the celestial kingdom the great principle of happiness
consists in having a body the devil has no body and herein is his pun-
ishmentishment he is pleased when he can obtain the tabernacle of man and
when cast out by the savior he asked to go into the herd of swine
showing that he would prefer a swinesewines body to having none 81

so critical is a body to the happiness of a person that satan an unem-
bodied spirit envies even the bodies of swine this concept of the
body as a glorious and empowering prize not a wretched prison is
essential to understanding the teaching that god is embodied

TPJSITPJS 207 joseph smith taught the doctrine of divine embodiment on
several occasions during the nauvoo period for example he is reported to have
said the following concerning the godhead it was not as many imagined
three heads & but one body he said the three were separate bodysblodys sic
WJS 63 and the holy ghost is yet a spiritual body and waiting to take to him-

self a body WJSwis 382 in his king follett discourse joseph taught if you were
to see him eioEloelohimhiml today you would see him like a man in form like your-
selves in all the person image and very form as a man discourse april 7 1844
nauvoo illinois in TPJS 345 see also donald Q cannon and larry E dahl the7 be
propbetjosephprophet joseph smiths king follett discourse A six column comparison of
original notes and amalgamation provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1983


